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A silent crippler stalks millions of North Americans. It could mimic Alzheimer’ It afflicts one
person with tremors, makes another depressed or psychotic, and causes agonizing leg pains or
paralysis in still another.s disease, multiple sclerosis, early Parkinson’ It can make women or
men infertile or cause development disabilities in their children.s disease, diabetic neuropathy,
or chronic exhaustion syndrome. The disorder is definitely vitamin B12 insufficiency.t a new or
fad disease. This isn’ You’ll think it is listed in the textbooks of any first-year medical student.
However it may be the most misdiagnosed disease and, when this takes place, the results can be
tragic.
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B12 was a MIRACLE Treatment for my sister's depressive disorder. The only real reason that B12
isn't being hailed as the new miracle drug is basically because it is not possible for a
pharmaceutical company to obtain a patent for this and make a lot of money from it. In my own
home state a female recently sued her doctors for allowing her to be permently disabled and
wheelchair bound for the others of her existence - all because of a B12 deficiency not
diagnosed., etc... If you're uneasy about providing yourself a shot, just do it the first time at your
doctor's workplace to see how easy it actually is.. Although it's true that someones ailment could
possibly be caused by something other than a B12 insufficiency (the author admirably points this
out in the intro), not being cured when the trigger is something as simple as a B12 deficiency
because doctors are not trained to consider this is tragic, especially when you take into account
the seriousness of a few of the illnesses that a B12 deficiency could cause. I've motivated many
doctors to learn it and many PATIENTS who are not mine to tell their doctors to take action.
When she began a weightloss program that included small amounts of B12 given by injection, it
appeared to help her mood. When she described this to me, I did so some study and found this
reserve. Then i found her a doctor who was willing to offer her with B12 injections of 2.so please
read this publication. Good source of information to follow through to. Before the B12, she just
wanted to go somewhere and wait to die. (Really, you won't feel it at all. (By the way, the B12
should be in the form of injections to be effective.. It is made by American Regent, Inc. Unless he
is a complete egomaniac, he will appreciate the information because there aren't any other
authoritative books upon this subject, and the total amount of period specialized in teaching
about B12 in medical college is only about 2 minutes..The scary part is that if permitted to
continue my symptoms would have become permanent.) The easiest place to provide youirself
the shots is in your stomach. After this, 1,000 micrograms once a month for maintinence. You
can save lots of money giving yourself the photos. If you are using a 30 guage needle (this is the
same size useful for botox injections), you won't even feel it. Now, at age 54, she is planning and
searching foward to the near future. A theraputic regimine requires a 1,000 microgram injection
each day (or 2,000 every other day) for up to 6 weeks. The great thing you can do is to order an
extra copy of this book and simply give it to your physician.. CAN IT BE B12? I can say in all
honesty that book saved my entire life. No really...it certainly really did. After four . 5 years of
expensive center exams and taking doctor recommended cardio medicines I was obtaining
progressively weaker and weaker - to the main point where I was therefore weak that it was
difficult to walk over the room anymore and my center fluttered and leaped (palpitations)and
raced constantly. The heart racing constantly woke me up at night and I could not get enough
sleep and it raced and palpitated after foods making me not want to eat anymore - even through
I acquired to eat constantly due to awful hypoglycemic symptoms and high blood sugar levels
sometimes..Sally (who has PA herself) and her hubbie Jeffrey are leading authorities on this
subject and know more that your average GP or medic will ever know and back up their years of
knowledge with references and enough information to cause you to feel more at ease with the
subject. They said my symptoms were caused by Supra Ventricular Tachyacardia (SVT),
hypoglycemia, menopause, hypothyroid(?), you name it...I was given a plethoria of medicines
and sent house while I continued to decline in health and morale. My life had become
unbearable but still I struggled on - until I ran across this most excellent and wonderful book.
B12 deficiency can be so subtle, way too many drs forget about even thinking of the chance. I do
not take the B12 pictures - I started acquiring the oral (sublingual) pills dissolved under my
tongue and now 90 days later I am just like a new person. My Doc tested me when my anemia
showed up once again & I am so grateful that the heart symptoms and the hypoglycemia



symptoms are totally gone and I could actually sleep through the night and walk across the
space without my hip and legs trembling and without falling down - and most of my panic attack
symptoms totally vanished. When I went back and told my docotr this she acted like she didn't
believe me - nonetheless it is all as well accurate. A 30 ml bottle costs $13 at the Costco
pharmacy. Another result from this absence of income is that doctors aren't being informed that
many ailments can be caused by a B12 insufficiency and, therefore, usually do not check for a
B12 deficiency and, if they do, they use the wrong check and, even when they use the correct test
(which is uncommon) they misinterpret the outcomes and, even though they prescribe a B12
supplement, they purchase the wrong type of B12, in the incorrect form, etc. Providing yourself
the photos beats the hell out of having to pay your doctor $100 for every shot, especially if your
getting 3 every week..5 mg (2,500 micrograms) 3 x weekly. It made all of the difference in my life.
I had continuous anxiety attacks and shaking and trembling of my hands/hands and legs. Good
looking book Got the book so quickly and it's really in awesome shape, happy with my purchase!.
A Must Read If you're a have problems with tiredness, have pernicious anemia in the family, if
you are on tablets for indigestion, if you have had a tummy op, or are elderly or you've got
memory problems or are vegan or vegetarian read this book, it'll save your life. I learned a lot
from this despite being an MD in Family Medication. The doctors I consulted said I was anxious
and that I needed to calm down and essentially poo-pooed my symptoms and treated me like a
hysterical woman.PA is a horrible, insidious illness and creeps through to you slowly with 'little
cat feet' until one day you can't get the energy to get dressed, let alone work, remember items or
sign up for the dots together with your thinking.What makes it worse is even though we have
million dollar/pound 'health-treatment' systems, PA still kills people each year, from
misdiagnosis.You shouldn't be one of them, get educated and enlightened:) Five Stars interesting
read Good source of information to follow up on Simple book but worth a read. In a matter of a
few weeks, her major depression was gone. Five Stars Great to work with!! AAAATTTTTTT!
Outstanding! Even more DOCTORS should go through it!In case you are already identified as
having pernicious anemia and don't know an excessive amount of about the problem, glue this
publication to your reserve shelf and do NOT lend it to anyone. My sister experienced depression
for 20 years and tried a number of medications, none of which helped very much. I asked my
internist to please test me for B12 deficiency and do you know what - I was pretty badly
deficient. As we're taught you'll never diagnose something you understand nothing about.
Thanks a lot for writing this. Five Stars Thanks. I'd been reading up on B-12 deficiencies -
excerpts from .) (IMPORTANT Be aware: The injectable B12 my sister's doctor uses can be
Cyanocobalamin.. I'd been reading up on B-12 deficiencies - excerpts from the "Could it be B-12"
found in "IMPORTANT THING" health letter - &. My symptoms are either totally gone or hugely
diminished. lo & behold I've. thought the symptoms sounded familiar - so when I found the
reserve on Amazon, I bought it.love, good health and blessings to everyone.had.. It is obtainable
by prescription.an off the charts B-12 deficiency. Thrice-monthly injections of B-12 have solved
the problem & this publication proved informative & useful.. Five Stars Superb transaction, item
as described
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